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Alex’s Tips For Catching Arnhemland Runoff Barramundi 
• Big barramundi are a serious test of your tackle. Upgrade hooks and rings as most lures don’t come 

with hooks of sufficient strength straight from the packet. Make sure your reels are well maintained 
with silky smooth drags. Make sure knots are good and be sure to change leaders that show any 
signs of abrasion. 

• Take advantage of fishing with a professional guide or a fishing lodge – it can be difficult to fish the 
top end without experience. Access is limited  

• Find the bait and you’ll find the barramundi. Using electronics such as side scanning fish finders 
makes it much easier to find both bait and fish. The Arnhemland Barramundi Lodge uses Lowrance 
HTS12 fish finders on their boats and some guides don’t let clients have a cast until they find the fish 
first. 

• Feeder creeks are the prime location for runoff barramundi fishing, especially where there are colour 
changes with clear water meeting dirty water. 

Alex Julius 

Top End Fishing Journalist, Publisher And Per-
sonality 

Alex is one of the Top End’s best known anglers, 
editor of respected fishing journal NAFA, prolific 
blogger, writer and publisher. He’s also a former 
fishing reporter on the ABC and former National 
Fishing Reporter For Channel Nine Wide World 
of Sports. His television show “Fishing North 
Australia” ran for 4 seasons and aired both in 
Australia, but internationally. Alex founded  top 
end barra fishing destination the Arnhemland 
Barra Lodge and has won both the NT Barra 
Classic and the Barra Nationals.  
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Alex’s Tackle For Arnhemland Barra 

• Alex likes baitcast gear for barramundi fishing. He’s fallen in love with Shimano TranX 200 reels and 
the 150 Curado DC (Digital Control) baitcast reel. 

• In terms of rods, the 3pc Barra Raider travel rods are his preference, as well as the T-Curve travel se-
ries. 

• 15kg Fins Original or Power Pro braid and about two metres of 25-30 kg leader complete the outfit. 
37kg leader can be used if the fishing location contains lots of structure. 

Alex’s Best Barramundi Lures 

• A medium to deep diving hard body such as the Classic 120 in 10ft plus is perfect when the fish are 
down deeper. 

• Bomber 15A is a shallow running hard body that’s hard to beat when fish are in shallower water. 

• Weedless soft plastics rigged with Mustad worm hooks or TT weedless rigs are essential equipment. 
The Zman Swimmerz soft plastic tails are perfect in 75-100mm sizes. 

• A vibe (lipless crankbait) is best for bumping over rock bars and ledges when the water is deeper. 
The Jackall Transam is a good choice for Arnhemland waters. 
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Episode Sponsors 

Make Wooden Lures is Greg “Doc Lures” Vinall’s passion project, where he shows fishermen from all 
over the world how easy it is to hand make their own custom lures. From crankbaits, to vibration baits, 
stickbaits, popper, jerkbaits and more, you’ll find all the info you need to go from zero to hero in no time!  

Fishotopia is an information packed fishing portal where Australia’s best fishermen gather to share in-
sights and information. Built and hosted by well-known Aussie fishing personalities Steve and Jo Starling, 
the site is packed with articles, online magazine, eBooks and guest posts. Skip visiting Fishotopia only if 
you catch enough fish and don’t want to improve!  

Alex’s Businesses 

National Australian Fishing Annual is twice as good as it sounds…… this super high-quality mag comes 
out not once, but twice per year and is packed with articles from the best writers in the country. NAFA 
contains tons of Northern Territory fishing articles showcasing the best the Territory has to offer, but also 
covers national fishing across every state.  

NAFA’s Outdoors, 4x4 and Hunting Magazine is Alex’s new flipover magazine that addresses the other 
interests of many NAFA readers. Over 200 pages of top outdoors recreational articles to help you experi-
ence everything the Aussie outdoors has to offer. 

Arnhemland Barramundi Lodge was started by Alex in 2004 and is now run by Outback tours. It’s one of 
the best destinations for anyone wanting to experience the best of Northern Territory runoff barra. With 
extremely comfortable accommodation and experienced top end guides. 

Seven Spirit Bay Wilderness Lodge is a recent 5-star luxury bush resort on the Coburg Peninsula that’s accessible only by 
boat or plane and offers exceptional bluewater fishing as well as some pretty reasonable barra fishing 
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